Ann Zuccardy
Keynote Speaker
“Compassionate. Funny. Smart.” - attendee at Ann’s keynote for
Brain Injury Alliance of Arizona, Rays of Hope Conference, 2016

www.annzuccardy.com
PRESENTATION TOPICS
Play Your Way to Productivity and Innovation: 5 Secrets of an Accidental Neuroscientist – Is your ability
to think creatively and respond quickly to change something you’re born with or something you can
learn? Neuroplasticity is about creativity, curiosity, and adaptation. In this keynote, Ann reveals her 5step formula for incorporating play and humor into work and life, making neuroplasticity a “no-brainer.”
For businesses, academic, or professional organizations.
Your Brain Is Your Brand – Brain power is your company’s greatest
asset. Many companies spend millions on building their brand, but
do little to nurture it from the inside out. What do all
the recent studies showing the effects of sleep deprivation
and diet mean in terms of your business or academic
success? Ann shares neuroscientific research
and simple techniques to keep your brain (and your
brand) healthy. For business and academic
audiences.
Rewiring Your Brain For Better…
(customized for your audience) –
Do you believe your
workforce has more to offer than
they realize? Are your sales,
customer service, or leadership people
stuck? Have they lost
their sense of connection and
excitement? Let Ann show you
how opening new possibilities in
cognition creates better
teamwork, productivity,
and a more connected
workforce.
For business audiences.

BIO

Speaker Bio here.

Using the ingenuity she
discovered after a traumatic
brain injury, along with three
decades as a corporate
communicator, business
owner, social media expert,
and teacher, Ann challenges
conventional ideas about
intelligence, self care, and
creativity.
Ann’s two TEDx talks How a Brain Injury
Made Me Smarter and How Being Unsafe
Makes You Smarter and numerous keynote
addresses in business, academia, and
professional organizations not only inspire
personal growth, but open the door for
greater productivity, innovation, and
teamwork.

Book your next event.
Call 802-399-7667 or email
ann@annzuccardy.com

